ENLARGE -- dictionary definitions

class

enlarge ★★★★★ enlarge; enlarges; enlarging; enlarged

1. When you **enlarge** something or when it **enlarges**, it becomes bigger.
   ...the plan to **enlarge** Ewood Park into a 30,000 all-seater stadium...
   The glands in the neck may **enlarge**.

   V-ERG

2. **enlarged**

   The UN secretary-general yesterday recommended an **enlarged**
   peacekeeping force.

   ADJ-GRADED

3. To **enlarge** a photograph means to develop a bigger print of it.
   ...newly-weds wishing to **enlarge** snaps of their big day.

   VB

   If you **enlarge** on something that has been mentioned, you give more
   details about it. (FORMAL)

   He didn't **enlarge** on the form that the interim government and
   assembly would take.
   I wish to **enlarge** upon a statement made by Gary Docking.

   VB

   = expand